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INDUSTRIAL EDUCATION

RATIONALE

Industrial Education is a program consisting of courses which provide a

continuum of experiences, starting with exploratory activities in the junior
high school and expanding in the high school to the development of skills

related to career fields. This development of the student's skills is

planned for through courses in industrial and vocational education
culminating in on-the-job work experience, or entry into a job or post-high
school institution for further education.

The program consists of courses ranging from those designed for an

exploration of the technologies and trade areas to units of practical
preparation for a career. In the process the courses develop the student's
self-knowledge, talents and skills.

For information on sequencing and course description, refer to the
"Handbook In Industrial Education for Guidance to Teachers, Counsellors and

Administrators".

PROGRAMS

There are two parts to the Industrial Education program. The first

part consists of the I.E. 10, 20, 30 series of courses and is designed for

career orientation. These courses were developed primarily for students in

laboratories that utilize the multiple activity approach as found in most
smaller schools, but they can be taught in unit shops as well.

The second part consists of the I.E. 12, 22, 32 series of courses and

is intended for career development. The courses are planned for use in

schools where facilities are available to teach specific occupational
areas.

Students may progress from the I.E. 10, 20, 30 series to the 22 level

courses upon meeting specified basic prerequisites or upon recommendation of

their principal.

Both sections of the program focus on six career fields. These are:

Graphic Communications
Mechanics
Construction and Fabrication
Electricity- Electronics
Personal Services
Horticulture
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The I.E. 10, 20, 30 courses consist of a number of modules related to

the career fields while the I.E. 12, 22, 32 courses consist of a number of

five credit modules of specific occupational content. Completion of seven

five credit modules qualifies the student for recognition by the

Apprenticeship Branch for credit towards a journeyman's certificate.

It is left to the administrators of the school to offer the courses or

combination of courses best suited to the needs and interests of the

students and the financial resources of the district.

Two modules taught for a total of 65 hours will serve as a pre-

requisite for the appropriate 22 level course. Courses offered at the 22

and 32 level have to meet special criteria for staff and facilities. The

Industrial Education Consultant must authorize these in order to qualify the

students for vocational grants.

OBJECTIVES OF INDUSTRIAL EDUCATION

The Industrial Education Program can help achieve the Goals of

Schooling and Education. The course objectives are more focused and give

direction to the teacher.

The objectives of Industrial Education are classified in three areas
with the following purposes:

A. Personal Growth:

To provide opportunities for the individual growth of the student
through the development of acceptable personal and social values

necessary in a productive society.

1. To provide a technical environment which motivates and stimulates
individuals to discover their interests and develop personal and
social responsibilities.

2. To assist in the development of positive attitudes toward safety.

3. To assist in the development of positive attitudes toward
conservation and environment.

4. To assist in the development of consumer literacy.
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B. Career Exploration:

To develop basic competencies, integrating cognitive and psychomotor
skills to enter a family of occupations or post-secondary institutions
for further education.

1. To provide exploratory experiences in the use of tools, equipment
and materials appropriate to various technologies prevalent in a

productive society.

2. To develop an understanding of the interrelationship of various
technologies.

3. To provide a technical environment for students to synthesize their

accumulated knowledge in the solution of practical problems.

4. To assist the student to develop habits that will be conducive to

the establishment of a safe environment.

C. Occupational Skills:

To develop basic competencies, integrating cognitive and psychomotor
skills related to families of occupations.

1. To provide safe exploratory experiences in the use of tools,
energy, equipment and materials appropriate to various technologies
prevalent in a productive society.

2. To develop an understanding of the interrelationships of various
technologies.

3. To provide a technical environment which permits students to

synthesize their accumulated knowledge in the solution of practical
problems, and to assist students to develop habits that will be

conducive to the establishment of a safe environment.
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INDUSTRIAL EDUCATION 12, 22, 32 PROGRAM

INTRODUCTION

The Industrial Education 12, 22, 32 program is a series of courses

which develop competencies leading to six different career fields.

Entry into a career field may be gained by taking one of several

related introductory courses. These are:

1. the "12" course designated for each major, or

2. two modules from the Industrial Education "10, 20, 30" series
related to the anticipated major, or

3. one half of a "12" course. The other half would be another
half "12" or a module from the "10" program. The course would
be recorded as Industrial Education "10".

Following the introductory course the student may advance to the major
area of study by selecting any number of five credit modules from the

courses designated as "22" or "32". The scheduling and sequencing of the

modules is the responsibility of the local school personnel but must be in

accordance with the regulations pertaining to prerequisites.

A student registered in a second or third level course ("22" or "32")

is regarded as taking a major in that course area. Having established a

major the student may select courses designated as minors and in this way

broaden his/her practical skill base in a career field or even several

career fields. However, students must complete all the preceding modules in

a major series (usually six) before taking the 32C module (exception: Beauty
Culture).
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CAREER FIELD

ELECTRICITY - ELECTRONICS

INDUSTRIAL EDUCATION 10

Electricity-Electronics 12

Electronics 22A

Electronics 22B
(Solid State IC's)

Electronics 32A
(AM-FM)

Electronics 32B
(TV Receivers)

Electronics 22C
(Digital Logic)

Electronics 32A
(AM-FM)

Electronics 22B
(Solid State IC's)

Electronics 22C
(Digital Logic)

E
Electronics 32C

(Computers)

Electronics 32B
(TV Receivers)

E
Electronics 32C

(Computers)

Minor Related

Industrial Education
Business Education
Work Experience

Drafting
Automotives
Building Construction
Electricity
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CAREER OPPORTUNITIES

Students having taken all or most of the nodules in the Electronics major
may look forward to the following careers:

Electronics (35 credits)

Post High School Studies Career Entry

N.A.I.T. or S.A.I.T.
Telecommunications Technology
Electronic Technician
Electronics Technology
Electronic Engineering
Technician (Broadcasting)

(Communications)
(Industrial )

Apprenticeship

Radio & Television Technician
Telephone
Instrument Mechanic

UNIVERSITY

Computing Science
Engineering
Education

Engineer
Teacher
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COURSE CONTENT

ELECTRICITY - ELECTRONICS 12 (5 CREDITS)

(COMMON MODULE)

INTRODUCTION

The introductory Electricity-Electronics course is a five credit

course which leads into either electricity or electronics.

OBJECTIVES

The objectives of the Electricity-Electronics 12 course are:

1. To provide the student with an orientation to the technical and

industrial environment.

2. To provide the student with information about opportunities in the
fields of electricity and electronics.

3. To provide the student with the electrical theory required to

advance to other related courses.

LEARNING RESOURCES

*Graham, R. Explorations in Electricity and Electronics ,

McGraw-Hill Ryerson, 1981

*Long, G., Intermediate Electricity , 2nd Edition
General Publishing Co, 1977

Miller, R. and Culpepper, F.W. Energy: Electricity/Electronics
Gage Publishing Co, 1981

Zbar, P.B. Basic Electricity: A Text Lab. Manual ,

McGraw-Hill Ryerson, 1974

*Refers to prescribed resources.
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CONTENT SUMMARY:

1. Career fields
- occupational information

2. Safety, first aid, use of hand and power tools

3. Electricity
- definition and sources

4. Conductors and insulators

5. Magnetism and electromagnetism

6. Electrical units, measurement, circuits, diagrams and laws

7. Making connections electrical circuits

8. Systems study and project work
- audio
- electrical distribution
- generation plants
- broadcast receiver
- others that are appropriate
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TOPIC 1: CAREER FIELDS VEL12

GENERALIZATION Occupational information and a knowledge of employment in

the Electricity-Electronics career field will help the

student determine his educational and vocational endeavors,

CONCEPTS/SUBCONCEPTS LEARNING TASKS HOURS REFERENCES

1. Occupational
Information:

- Awareness of

employment
opportunities

- Future
opportunities

- Articulation

The student will :

- search out job opportunities,
basic requirements and deter-
mine interest to help plan
high school program.

- given more information on

course content, outline the

vocation he/she would like to

prepare for

- list the opportunities within
a career field - installer,
electrician, technician,
technologist, engineer,
mechanic, serviceman

- explain how this program
articulates with requirements
of other institutions

4 Occupational
information
and films to

show types
of careers
available.

NOTES:
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TOPIC 2: SAFETY, FIRST AID, USE OF HAND AND POWER TOOLS VEL12

GENERALIZATION: Safety is of prime importance to the well being of persons
and the protection of equipment.

CONCEPTS/SUBCONCEPTS LEARNING TASKS HOURS REFERENCES

The student will: 4 O.H. & S.

Films.
1. Unsafe Act - list the consequences of O.H. & S.

unsafe acts in Electricity- Posters.
Electronics as they relate "Alive
particularly to: Personnel"
- live circuits
- excessive current "Electricity
- improper grounding - Handle
- poor connections with Care"

film avail.
2. Unsafe Condition - discuss how to identify from Power

conditions which could lead Co.
to injuries on the job

IAVEC - ATA
3. Safety Standards - learn safety standards and Safety Pub.

and Codes: codes as the need arises
- Federal See Unsafe
- Provincial - perform experiments in com- Acts and
- Local pliance with the electrical Conditions

code IAVAC - ARA
Reference to

- demonstrate procedure for fuse publication
replacement, circuit breaker on safety.
reset, thermo cutout reset

First Aid
4. First Aid - study the correct procedure to F i 1 ms

.

remove a person from a line St. John's
and administer artificial Personnel

.

respiration Fire Dept.
Personnel

.

- study the symptoms and treat-
ment for a person in shock Ind. Educat.

Publications
5. Hand and Power - disassemble, assemble and Elect, and

Tools construct electrical/ Electronic
electronic circuits using: Publications

various screw drivers, Discarded
pliers, saws, drills, Devices &

soldering irons Appliances
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TOPIC ELECTRICITY VEL12

GENERALIZATION: A knowledge of what electricity is, nature of its behavior
and sources of it is basic to observing and understanding
the electrical phenomenon.

CONCEPTS/SUBCONCEPTS LEARNING TASKS HOURS REFERENCES

The student will: 2

1. Electricity - define static and dynamic
electricity and demonstrate
the law of charges

- describe the nature of a

charge from the structure of

the atom and charged atoms

- differentiate between static
and dynamic electricity

- define and differentiate
between AC and DC

2. Sources of

E.M.F.

- given the necessary equipment,
demonstrate six basic sources
of E.M.F. and the nature of

electrical energy produced -

AC or DC

NOTES:
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TOPIC 4: CONDUCTORS AND INSULATORS VEL12

GENERALIZATION: Control and behavior of current is determined by the
nature and condition of current path.

CONCEPTS/SUBCONCEPTS LEARNING TASKS HOURS REFERENCES

The student will: 1

1 . Conductors - define conductors in terms of:
- ease of current flow
- atomic structure

- discuss the effects of

lengths, diameter, material
and temperature on the
conductivity of conductors

2. Insulators - define insulators in terms of:
- ease of current flow
- atomic structure

3. Semiconductors - distinguish among conductors,
semiconductors and insulators
in terms of:
- ease of current flow
- atomic structure-number of

electrons in outer orbit

NOTES:
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TOPIC 5: MAGNETISM AND ELECTROMAGNETISM VEL12

GENERALIZATION: Magnetism and electromagnetism are basic to motor action
induction and generator action.

CONCEPTS/SUBCONCEPTS LEARNING TASKS HOURS REFERENCES

The student will: 4

1. Magnetism - explain why an iron bar can be

magnetized:
- electron theory
- domain theory

2. Electromagnetisrr
- the magnetic

effect of

current

- memorize the laws of attrac-
tion and repulsion, explain:
- that associated with current

there is a magnetic field
- the polarity of this field

can be determined by the

Left Hand Rule

- define an electromagnet and
explain what determines its

strength

- make a simple electromagnet

- determine the magnetic
polarity of a current carry inc

coil

3. Motor Action - discuss motor action

4. Induction - explain induction

- give examples of electro-
magnetic induction, motor,
generator, transformer

5. Generator Action - discuss generator action

NOTES:
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TOPIC 6: ELECTRICAL UNITS, MEASUREMENT, DIAGRAMS,
CIRCUITS AND LAWS

VEL12

GENERALIZATION The volt, ohm, ampere and watt are basic in component and

circuit measurements.

CONCEPTS/SUBCONCEPTS LEARNING TASKS HOURS REFERENCES

The student wil 1

:

80

1. Volt - Unit of

electrical
pressure

- use a volt-meter to measure
voltage (Potential difference,
emf, electrical pressure)

- measure the voltage of cells,
cells in series and parallel

as power supplies and

batteries measure variable
power supply outputs and

voltage drops

2. Ohm - Unit of

electrical
resistance or

opposition

- demonstrate:
- how to read color coding of

resistors
- how to use an ohmmeter
- how to use an ohmmeter as

a continuity checker

3. Ampere - Unit
of electrical
current flow

- learn precautions to be

observed to safeguard the
ammeter

- use an ammeter to measure
current flow

4. Prefixes -

Micro, Milli ,

Kilo, Mega.

- use mil li ammeters and

megohmmeters

5. Watt - Unit of

electrical power

- use and identify a wattmeter
and study its hook-up

6. Energy - Kilo-

watt - Hours
mega joules

- read domestic Kilowatt hour
meter at home over an interval
of time. Find out cost of

consumption over this
interval of time
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TOPIC 6: ELECTRICAL UNITS, MEASUREMENT, DIAGRAMS,
CIRCUITS AND LAWS (continued)

VEL1?

CONCEPTS/SUBCONCEPTS LEARNING TASKS HOURS REFERENCES

The student wil 1

:

7. Basic circuit -

has five main
parts

- name the main parts of an

electrical circuit and give
the function of each part:

source, conductors, load,

control device, protective
device

8. Types of

Circuits

- define:
- series
- parallel
- complex circuits in terms

of number of current paths

- set up different kinds of

circuits using open wire
circuitry to demonstrate and
compare differences in circuit
component arrangements and

paths for current to follow

- sketch and define an open
circuit and a short circuit

- with the aid of a schematic
diagram, determine circuit
operation or non-operation

- examine various circuit
conditions with open, closed
or shorted circuitry

"Basic Elec.
- A Text Lab
Manual"
Zbar, P.B.

NOTES:
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TOPIC 6: ELECTRICAL UNITS, MEASUREMENT, DIAGRAMS,
CIRCUITS AND LAWS (continued)

VEL12

CONCEPTS/SUBCONCEPTS LEARNING TASKS HOURS REFERENCES

The student wil 1

:

9. Symbols - draw circuit diagrams given
the symbols of the parts and

components

- read and explain the component
arrangements in the circuit by

using a schematic diagram,
e.g. series, parallel, etc.

10. Diagrams
- Pictorial
- Schematic
- Line

- identify the following types
of diagrams and explain their
uses:
- pictorial
- floor plan
- schematic (block)

- using basic components, wire
a circuit from a schematic

NOTES:
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TOPIC 6: ELECTRICAL UNITS, MEASUREMENT, DIAGRAMS,
CIRCUITS AND LAWS (continued)

VEL12

CONCEPTS/SUBCONCEPTS LEARNING TASKS HOURS REFERENCES

The student wil 1

:

11. Ohm's Law - explain the effect on the

current in a circuit if the

resistance is varied (voltage
constant), and effect on

current with voltage varied if

resistance is constant

- using Ohm's law calculate the
current, voltage or resistance
in electrical circuits

-I
- set up experiments to

demonstrate the effects on

the current of varying E or R

12. Kirchhoff's Laws - interpret and explain
Kirchhoff's Law of current
and voltage

- differentiate these laws as

they apply to series and
parallel circuits

- define and calculate power
consumption or dissipation by

using the power formulas:

P = EI, P = I
2 R, P - E 2

R

- discuss, demonstrate and

calculate the wattage of

electrical components'

NOTES:
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TOPIC 6: ELECTRICAL UNITS, MEASUREMENT, DIAGRAMS,
CIRCUITS AND LAWS (continued)

VEL12

CONCEPTS/SUBCONCEPTS LEARNING TASKS HOURS REFERENCES

13. Circuit
Analysis:
- Series

Circuits

- memorize that:

- I is the common component
Ij = Ii = I2, etc.

- Total resistance is the sum
of the resistors
Rj = Ri + R2 + R 3 , etc.

- sum of the voltage drops =

applied voltage

Ej = Ei + E2 + E3, etc.

- Parallel
Circuits

- memorize that:

- E is the common component
ET = Ei = E 2

- total line current is the sum
of the branch currents
Ij = II + 12 + I3, etc.

- total resistance is the
reciprocal of the sum of the
reciprocals

1

Rj = 1 + 1 + 1 etc.

Rl *2 R3'

- Complex
Circuits

- identify similarities of both
series and parallel circuits
and their relationship within
one circuit

NOTES:
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TOPIC 7: MAKING OF CONNECTIONS IN ELECTRICAL CIRCUITS VEL12

GENERALIZATION: Soldering is a common method used for making connections
in electrical circuits.

CONCEPTS/SUBCONCEPTS LEARNING TASKS HOURS REFERENCES

1. Soldering

2. Solderless
connectors

The student will:

- define soldering

- make three common splices,
that are mechanically and
electrically strong; solder
these splices, solder flat
surfaces to flat surfaces,
solder wire to flat surfaces

- apply the proper technique
in un-soldering

- make several connections usinq
different types of solderless
connectors

- complete basic wiring using
solderless connectors in

series-parallel circuitry

- use doorbell, button mounted
on board, 10 volts AC from
power supply

- use knife switches mounted on

board, 10 volt lamps, 12 volts
DC from power supply

- use tri -light switch mounted
on board, 12 volt lamps

- use appliance switch mounted
on board, using 12 volt lamps
instead of elements

NMSC - House
Wiring
Circuits

NOTES:
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TOPIC 8: SYSTEMS STUDY AND PROJECT WORK VEL12

GENERALIZATION: Electrical and Electronic systems incorporate many
concepts to perform specific functions. Sum total of
circuits working together to perform a specific function
is a system.

CONCEPTS/SUBCONCEPTS LEARNING TASKS HOURS REFERENCES

1. Audio:

(Student should study a minimum
of four of the systems outlined
below.)
The student will:

22

- Transducers - convert sound waves to elec-
trical waves prior to ampli-
fication

- Amplifiers - explain the basic theory of

operation of a microphone,
headphones and speakers

- explain the basic theory of

operation of a Hi-Fi system
and the function of each unit

2. Electrical
Distribution
Systems

- explain power distribution to

substations

- differentiate between the
needs and hardware require-
ments in residential wiring

- discuss common electrical
faults

3. Generating
Plants

- study the different methods of

commercial production of

electricity

4. Broadcast
Receiver

- with the aid of a block
diagram, explain the function
of each unit within the
receiver system

NOTES:
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TOPIC 8: SYSTEMS STUDY AND PROJECT WORK (continued) VEL12

CONCEPTS/SUBCONCEPTS LEARNING TASKS HOURS REFERENCES

- trace the signal through the
receiver system and compare
inputs and outputs of the

units

5. Broadcast
Transmitter

- explain the basic principles
of establishing a carrier
using the block diagram
approach to a basic
transmitter

- explain modulation

- explain the function of each
unit, inputs-outputs,
principles of operation,
energy transformation,
transmission and wave
propagation

Other systems which
could be studied:
- Electrical
Appliance

- Electric Motor
- Digital Device
- Television

Receiver

6. Projects - assemble suitable projects
such as circuit testers,
motor speed control, light
organ, etc.

1

125

NOTES:
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COURSE CONTENT

ELECTRONICS 22A (5 Credits)

INTRODUCTION

Electronics 22A is a pre-requisite to Electronics 22B and 22C.

The course is designed to give the student sufficient skill and

knowledge to be able to effectively achieve in subsequent courses in

Electricity or Electronics.

OBJECTIVES

The objectives of the Electronics 22A module are:

1. To provide background in the basic principles of active and
reactive circuits including their application.

2. To provide opportunities to develop skills in the use of test
instruments that apply to active and reactive circuits.

LEARNING RESOURCES

*Grob, B. Basic Electronics 4th Ed. - McGraw-Hill Ryerson, 1977

Miller R. & Culpepper F.W. Jr., Energy: Electricity/Electronics
Gage Publishing Co, 1981

Weich, C. Applied Electronic Circuits McGraw-Hill Ryerson, 1976 2nd

Edition

rRefers to prescribed resources.
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CONTENT SUMMARY

1. Alternating voltage and current

2. Inductance

3. Capacitance

4. Capacitive circuits

5. Alternating current circuits

6. Resonance (LCR Circuits)

7. Electrical filters

8. Cathode Ray Tube (CRT)

9. Power Supply

10. Complex Numbers (Optional)
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TOPIC 1: ALTERNATING VOLTAGE AND CURRENT VEL22A

GENERALIZATION: Alternating current and voltage are used in m.C. power
generation and distribution, electromagnetic induction,
and radio propogation of audio and video signals.

CONCEPTS/SUBCONCEPTS LEARNING TASKS HOURS

1

REFERENCES

The student will:

1. A.C. Source - graphically draw a Sine Wave
from a circle

- use a signal generator and an

oscilloscope to observe a sine

wave

- interpret frequency, alterna-
tions, period and wavelength

2. A.C. Values - interpret maximum (peak),

peak-to-peak, average
(alternation), RMS2 value

- determine mathematically RMS
values

3. Comparison of

A.C. and D.C.
values in terms
of power

- discuss equivalent heating
values of D.C. and A.C.

4. Angular measure - differentiate between degrees
and radians

- determine instantaneous
voltage (current)

5. Resistive A.C.
Circuits

- compute individual voltage
drops, individual branch
currents and individual power
dissipation, for:
- series, parallel, series-

parallel circuits

NOTES:
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TOPIC 1: ALTERNATING VOLTAGE AND CURRENT (continued) VEL22A

CONCEPTS/SUBCONCEPTS LEARNING TASKS HOURS REFERENCES

6. Classification
of sine wave
frequencies

- differentiate between velocity
of propagation, frequency and

wavelength in both electro-
magnetic waves and sound waves

- explain:
- time
- period

7. Major classes of

sine wave
frequencies

- discuss the classes of sine
wave frequencies:
- audio
- radio
- microwave

8. A.C. Power
Generation

- investigate the phase
relationship and displacement
of 3 phase power generation
and distribution

- discuss the advantages and
limitations of 3 phase as

compared to single phase

- discuss multiphase generation

9. Bridges:

- Resistance
Bridge

- discuss function of controls
for the resistance bridge

- discuss out of circuit
measurement

- Inductive
Capacitive
Bridge

- discuss function of controls
for inductive capacitive
bri dge

- discuss capacitive measurement
c and leakage

NOTES:
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TOPIC 1: ALTERNATING VOLTAGE AND CURRENT (continued) VEL22A

CONCEPTS/SUBCONCEPTS LEARNING TASKS HOURS REFERENCES

10. Experiment kits - discuss and use correct
procedure for setting up

experiments with kits

- discuss correct method of

plugging in components:
- transistors
- J.C.

- discuss operating limits of

components being used

11. Transistor and

I.C. testers

- discuss the function of all

controls on the tester

- discuss operating characteris-
tics of transistors and I.C.

TOPIC INDUCTANCE VEL22A

GENERALIZATION The ability of a coil to induce a voltage and oppose
current has a much more profound effect on the E and I

in A.C. circuits than it does in D.C.

CONCEPTS/SUBCONCEPTS LEARNING TASKS HOURS REFERENCES

The student wil 1

:

1. Self-inductance - discuss the concept of a

(Lenz's Law) varying amplitude of current
on a wire conductor resulting
in expanding and collapsing
magnetic lines of forces
producing motion

L = ei

di/dt
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TOPIC INDUCTANCE (continued) YEL22A

CONCEPTS/SUBCONCEPTS LEARNING TASKS HOURS REFERENCES

- define the unit of inductance
in henry

s

2. Inductance of a

coil

- list the factors which affect
inductance value of a coil

- determine the current rating
limitations

3. Mutual
inductance:
- two or more

coils in re-

latively close
proximity

- demonstrate the effect of

mutual inductance on nearby
coils utilizing the
coefficient of coupling

4. Transformer
Action

Np Ep Is

- discuss the practical utiliza-
tion of mutual inductance as

applied to transformers

- differentiate between primary
and secondary circuits in

transformers

- discuss the relationships of

the terms ratio, voltage,
ratio and current, ratio in

transformers with a k = 1

- explain the uses of
transformers:
- step-up
- step-down
- isolation
- multi -secondaries
- autotransformers

- discuss how transformer losses
affect the efficiency of
transformers

NOTES:
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TOPIC 2: INDUCTANCE (continued) VEL22A

CONCEPTS/SUBCONCEPTS LEARNING TASKS HOURS REFERENCES

5. Total inductance - determine the Lj in various
configurations, with or with-
out Lm a factor, such as:
- series
- parallel
- fixed and variable inductors

6. Inductive
Reactance

(Xl) - sinu-
soidal

waves

- calculate Xl in ohms, which
is the opposition produced by

a coil to A.C.

- discuss the factors which
contribute to the value of Xl

- calculate Xl in series and
parallel

- make calculations relative to
reaction currents and voltages
using Ohm's law

7. L.R. Circuits
(concept of
impedance)
- series LR cct
- parallel LR

cct

- demonstrate the effect of a

lagging phase angle of current
in a pure coil by use of

waveforms and phasors

- apply trigonometry to the use
of voltage, impedance and
current triangles to determine
circuit parameters in LR
circuits

- discuss the concept of phase
angle in series and parallel
LR circuits

-

- discuss the relationship of Q
and Xl due to internal
resistance of the coil

NOTES:
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TOPIC INDUCTANCE (continued) VEL22A

CONCEPTS/SUBCONCEPTS LEARNING TASKS HOURS REFERENCES

8. Non-sinusoidal
effects of LR
circuits
- time constant

- demonstrate the effect of

inductance in non-sinusoidal
LR circuits in exponential
rise and decay in voltage or

current terms

- discuss the time constant
relationship

- calculate the approximate time

before a steady state
condition is reached;
e.g. 5 TC's

9. Testing of

Inductors

- determine the inductance value
with a Q meter or equivalent

TOPIC CAPACITANCE VEL22A

GENERALIZATION: Capacitance, the ability of a component or circuit to

store an electrical charge, is a condition used widely in

the electronic communication field.

CONCEPTS/SUBCONCEPTS LEARNING TASKS HOURS REFERENCES

1. Capacitor

The student will :

- differentiate between
different dielectrics used in

capacitors and explain how
capacitors are classified

- determine the various color
codes pertaining to capacitors
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TOPIC 3: CAPACITANCE (continued) VEL22A

CONCEPTS/SUBCONCEPTS LEARNING TASKS HOURS REFERENCES

2. Electric field - discuss what is meant by an

electric field

3. Capacitor
charging and
discharging
action

- discuss the relationship
between charging current and

accumulation of charges across
capacitor plates

Q = It

4. Unit of

Capacitance

- discuss the relationship
between Q, C, and E

5. Factors affect-
ing capacitance
value and D.C.
voltage rating

- list the four main factors
affecting the value of

capacitance

- discuss the limitations of

D.C. voltage rating

6. Electrolytic
capacitors

- describe the internal
construction and forming
voltage to produce the
dielectric material

- describe the reason for the
higher leakage current as

compared to other commercial
capacitors

- discuss the importance of

polarity when applying a

voltage source

7. Testing of

capacitors
- competently check capacitors

for opens, shorts, leakage anc

power factor with several
types of test equipment such
as:
- TVM
- capacitance checker
- impedance bridge

NOTES:
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TOPIC 3: CAPACITANCE (continued) VEL22A

CONCEPTS/SUBCONCEPTS LEARNING TASKS HOURS REFERENCES

8. Total

capacitance

- determine the total caoacity
in both series and parallel

circuit configurations

- describe Working Voltage
constraints in various
configurations

9. Capacitors in

sine wave
circuits

- discuss the notion of a

capacitor opposing any change
in voltage

ec
= C de

at

- explain that the current leads
the voltage by 90° (Pure
capacitor)

10. Capacitive
Reactance (Xc )

- explain that the opposition to

sine wave generators is

related to angular rotation
frequency and capacitance
value

i.e. X c = 1

2-rrfC

11. Application of

Ohm's Law to
Capacitive
Reactance

- use reactive currents and
voltage drops for theoretical
calculation

e.g. E c = 1XC

NOTES:
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TOPIC 4: CAPACITIVE CIRCUITS VEL22A

GENERALIZATION: A capacitive circuit is used to permit the flow of AC and
prevent the flow of DC when coupling AC frequencies in

amplification.

CONCEPTS/SUBCONCEPTS LEARNING TASKS HOURS REFERENCES

The student will :

1. Use of

capacitors as

either a

coupling
capacitor or

bypass capacitor

- differentiate when a capacitor
is considered to be a couplinc
capacitor or a bypass
capacitor because of its Xc
and related R

X
=

* R
c TTJ

2. Time Constant
(TO

- discuss the charging and
discharging rate of an RC
circuit

- describe steady state value

3. Impedance (z) - draw the waveforms and vectors
for I and E in various
circuits

- use the voltage triangle in

vectorial calculations

- use the impedance triangle for

RC circuits

- use phasors in the determina-
tion of phase relationships

NOTES:
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TOPIC 5: ALTERNATING CURRENT CIRCUITS:

SINUSOIDAL APPLICATIONS
VEL22A

GENERALIZATION: The reaction of coils, capacitors and re? -'stance in

sinusoidal A.C. circuits, is used to pr :e tuned
circuits for frequency discrimination.

CONCEPTS/SUBCONCEPTS LEARNING TASKS HOURS REFERENCES

The student will:

1 . The effects of

L and C on I anc

E in an A.C.
circuit are 180 c

opposed

- with the use of vectors,
demonstrate the opposite
effects of L and C

- explain and calculate z for

series and parallel circuits

2. Real Power:

Watts

- explain how current (RMS)

flowing through resistance is

dissipated in the form of heat

3. Apparent Power:
Volt-Anps
(VA units)

- explain how energy is

transferred between magnetic
field of coil and electric
field of capacitor (this
energy remains in the circuit
and is not lost)

- discuss power factor,
PF - Cos 0-

NOTES:
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TOPIC 6: RESONANCE (LCR CIRCUITS) VEL22A

GENERALIZATION: A radio receiver utilizes tuned circuits of the same
resonant frequencies to discriminate against unwanted
signals.

CONCEPTS/SUBCONCEPTS LEARNING TASKS HOURS REFERENCES

The student will :

1. Series Resonance - explain that the impedance in

circuit will be minimum fr -

current maximum

- explain that the phase angle
=

- explain that the voltage is

maximum across either the coil

or capacitor

- explain that Er - Ea @ fr

2. Parallel

resonance

- explain that a parallel combi-
nation of L and C results in

minimum line current and
maximum impedance across
parallel LC circuits

- accumulate data to sketch
frequency response curves
depicting line I versus
frequency and Zj versus
frequency

- explain that the phase angle
=

3. Determination of

bandwidth in an
LC circuit

- determine the Q (magnification
factor) of a circuit by actual
measurement or calculation

- discuss how to determine the
edge frequencies on a

frequency response curve -

measured at half-power points
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TOPIC 6: RESONANCE (LCR CIRCUITS) (continued) VEL22A

CONCEPTS/SUBCONCEPTS LEARNING TASKS HOURS REFERENCES

4. Application of

resonance in

electricity/
electronics

- differentiate between sharp
and broad resonance curves

- discuss the relationship
between Q, BW and fr

BW = ir.

- discuss the aspect of tuning
such as selecting a radio
station

- discuss the different
configurations of parallel LC

circuits involving Parallel
Damping Resistance

TOPIC 7: ELECTRICAL FILTERS VEL22A

GENERALIZATION: Electrically, filters are used to separate currents of

certain frequencies from those of other frequencies.

CONCEPTS/SUBCONCEPTS LEARNING TASKS HOURS REFERENCES

The student will:

1. Applications of - describe the various uses of

electrical electrical filters in:

filters - rectifier circuits
- power supplies
- interference filters
- crossover networks
- tone controls
- low and high bypass filters

NOTES:
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TOPIC 7: ELECTRICAL FILTERS (continued) VEL22A

CONCEPTS/SUBCONCEPTS LEARNING TASKS HOURS REFERENCES

2. Circuits - explain that amplifiers
containing DC require both AC and DC
and AC supplies: currents and voltages in order
- pulsating DC to function

(fluctuating)

3. Separating the - explain how a transformer
AC component coupling is a form of a high
from DC pass filter - passes AC

component using component and blocks DC
electrical component
filters

- explain how a combination of

capacitance and resistance
will result in a high Pass
Filter - most common form of

coupling

4. Selective - discuss the various configura-
electrical tions of selective filters
filters (low and high pass)

- L type
- T type
- TT type

- explain what is meant by

attenuation in a filter and
cutoff frequency

5. Resonant filters - discuss how to design a band
pass and a bandstop filter in

various physical configura-
tions

6. Interference - discuss how to reject
filters undesirable frequencies

through the use of power line
filters, television antenna
filters, etc.

NOTES:
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TOPIC 8: CATHODE RAY TUBE (CRT) VEL22A

GENERALIZATION: A tube is an active device which is capable of controlling
voltages or currents to produce gain or switching action
in a circuit.

CONCEPTS/SUBCONCEPTS LEARNING TASKS HOURS REFERENCES

The student will:

1. Applications of - discuss the various uses of

electron tubes electron tubes in:
- rectification
- amplification
- switching
- oscillation

2. Tube - explain how a tube is

construction constructed through the

various metallic elements

TOPIC 9: POWER SUPPLY VEL22A

GENERALIZATION: Power supplies convert AC to DC through rectification,
filtering and regulation.

CONCEPTS/SUBCONCEPTS LEARNING TASKS HOURS REFERENCES

The student will:

1 . Power supplies - describe how a basic rectifier
can be constructed to change
AC to DC; (consists of

transformer, low pass filter
and rectifier circuit)

NOTES:
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TOPIC 10: COMPLEX NUMBERS (OPTIONAL) - LCR CIRCUITS VEL22A

GENERALIZATION: Complex numbers are convenient for solving series -

parallel circuits which consist of more than one branch.

CONCEPTS/SUBCONCEPTS LEARNING TASKS HOURS REFERENCES

The student will:

1. Positive and

negative numbers

- explain that both positive anc

negative numbers have both

quantity and phase angle

2. J operator - explain that the angle of 90°

is important in AC circuits
(j operator)

- discuss how to use the
imaginary numbers (terms) in

terms of angles

3. Complex numbers - explain how to apply complex
numbers to AC circuits

4. Operations with
complex numbers

(AC circuits)

- explain how to add, subtract,
multiply and divide using
rectangular form of complex
numbers for series, parallel
and series-parallel circuits

- explain how to multiply and

to divide using polar form of

complex numbers for series,
parallel and series-parallel
circuits

NOTES:
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COURSE CONTENT

ELECTRONICS 22B (5 Credits)

INTRODUCTION

The module Electronics 22B provides a general outline allowing a large
amount of freedom in developing the course content. The module should
provide an opportunity for practical experience in the study of the
material.

OBJECTIVES

The objectives of the Electronics 22B module are:

1. To introduce the student to solid-state electronics.

2. To familiarize the student with current trends in manufacture and
design of electronic equipment.

3. To enable the student to test various solid-state circuitry.

LEARNING RESOURCES

*Grob, B. Basic Electronics 4th Ed. - McGraw-Hill Ryerson, 1977

*Malvino, A. P. Transistor Circuit Approximations , 3rd Ed.

McGraw-Hill Ryerson. 1981

Malvino, A. P. Electronic Principles , 2nd Ed. - McGraw-Hill Ryerson,
1981

Miller, R. and Culpepper, F.W. Energy: Electricity/Electronics
Gage Publishing Co, 1981

Weich, C. Applied Electronic Circuits , McGraw-Hill Ryerson, 1976

Zbar, P.B. Basic Electronics: A Lab Text Manual , 4th Ed.

McGraw-Hi 11 Ryerson, 1976

Refers to prescribed resources.
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CONTENT SUMMARY

1. Solid State Fundamentals
- structure of the atom
- conductors
- N-type semi-conductor
- P-type semi-conductor

2. Junctions
- P-N junction
- depletion or barrier region
- bias
- diodes
- zener diodes
- tunnel diodes
- light emitting diodes (LED)

3. Transistors
- junction transistor
- basic transistor terminology
- transistor configurations
- large signal transistor operation
- A.C. operation
- cascading stages
- temperature effects
- frequency response
- oscillators
- H parameters

4. Other Solid State Devices
- silicon controlled rectifier (SCR)
- thermistor
- varistor
- unijunction transistor
- field effect transistors
- FET basic characteristics
- FET applications
- complimentary FET's
- biasing FET's
- FET oscillators

5. Integrated Circuits
- classification
- methods of manufacture
- advantages and disadvantages
- symbols and packaging methods
- operating mode
- basic linear amplifier circuits
- voltage and current circuits (optional)
- non-linear signal processing circuits
- generators
- active filters
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TOPIC 1: SOLID-STATE FUNDAMENTALS VEL22B

GENERALIZATION Solid semiconducting materials are used in the production
of powerful electronic devices.

CONCEPTS/SUBCONCEPTS LEARNING TASKS HOURS REFERENCES

The student will:

1. Structure of the - describe how atoms are

Atom arranged in semiconductors,
such as: germanium, indium

- explain the meaning of valence
electrons

- explain covalent bonding

- explain the crystal structure
of a semiconducting material

2. Conductors: - explain the difference
between:
- conductors
- semiconductors
- insulators

- discuss the electrical Mai vino,
properties of: Albert Paul,
- conductors Electronic
- semiconductors Principles
- insulators Znd ed.,

McGraw Hill
- M-type semi- - explain the formation and

conductor structure of an N-type crystal Zbar.Paul B.

Basic Elec-
- explain the process of doping tronics. A

Text Lab
- explain electron current flow Manual

for an N-type semi-conductor 4th ed.,

McGraw Hill
- explain hole current

- explain what is meant by

majority and minority current
carriers

NOTES:
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TOPIC 1: SOLID-STATE FUNDAMENTALS (continued) VEL22B

CONCEPTS/SUBCONCEPTS LEARNING TASKS HOURS REFERENCES

- P-type semi-
conductor

explain the formation and
structure of a P-type semi-

conductor crystal

explain the characteristics
of the P-type semiconductor

TOPIC 2: JUNCTIONS VEL22B

GENERALIZATION: Two region crystals can be produced to act as a diode,

each region being considered as one electrode.

CONCEPTS/SUBCONCEPTS LEARNING TASKS HOURS REFERENCES

The student will :

1 . P-N Junction - describe the manufacturing
techniques for P-N junction
diodes

- discuss doping methods such

as:
- molten method
- epitaxial -growth
- diffusion
- alloy

2. Depletion or

barrier region

- explain what is meant by

barrier potential

3. Bias - discuss forward and reverse
biasing

- discuss low and high resis-
tance in relation to diodes

- explain back to front
resistance ratio
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TOPIC 2: JUNCTIONS (continued) VEL22B

CONCEPTS/SUBCONCEPTS LEARNING TASKS HOURS REFERENCES

4. Diodes - draw the schematic symbol for

a diode

- discuss the characteristics of

various diodes

- explain rectification

- explain the use of the diode
in small and large signal
applications

5. Zener Diodes - draw the schematic symbol for
a Zener diode

- discuss the characteristics of

the Zener diode

- list some of the applications
of the Zener diode

6. Tunnel Diodes - draw the schematic symbol for
a tunnel diode

- discuss the characteristics of

the tunnel diode

- list some of the applications
of the tunnel diodes

7. Light Emitting
Diode (LED)

- draw the schematic symbol for
a LED

- discuss the characteristics
of the LED

- list some of the applications
of LED's

NOTES:
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TOPIC 3: TRANSISTORS VEL22B

GENERALIZATION: Transistors are low cost solid state components commonly
used in amplification and switching.

CONCEPTS/SUBCONCEPTS LEARNING TASKS HOURS REFERENCES

1 . Junction
Transistor

2. Basic transistor
terminology

3. Transistor
Configurations:

- common base

The student will :

- draw schematic symbols and

biasing diagrams for NPN and
PNP type transistors

- describe the effects of

biasing on NPN and PNP type
transistors

- explain the laws of biasing
transistors

- discuss the current flow and
direction of flow in different
transistors

- explain the operation of a

bipolar transistor

- discuss the following terms as

they relate to transistors:
- voltage gain
- current gain
- power gain
- input impedance
- output impedance
- resistance gain

- explain the following as they
relate to the common base
circuit:
- biasing
- alpha

- alpha

IC

IT
ic

le

DC

AC

NOTES:
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TOPIC 3: TRANSISTORS (continued) VEL22B

CONCEPTS/SUBCONCEPTS LEARNING TASKS HOURS REFERENCES

- voltage gain
- current gain
- power gain
- input impedance
- output impedance
- no signal phase reversal
- comparison of NPN and PNP

- common emitter - explain the following as they
relate to the common emitter
circuit:
- biasing
- base biasing
- emitter biasing
- Beta IC dc

TB
- Beta ic ^

Tb~
- input impedance
- output impedance
- voltage gain
- current gain
- power gain
- signal phase reversal
- comparison of NPN and PNP

- common - explain the following as they
collector relate to the common collector^

circuit (emitter follower):
- biasing
- input impedance
- output impedance
- voltage gain
- current gain
- power gain
- Darlington pair
- comparison of NPN and PNP

4. Large Signal - discuss load lines for CB, CE,
Transistor CC circuits:
operation - a c

-de

NOTES:
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TOPIC 3: TRANSISTORS (continued) VEL22B

CONCEPTS/SUBCONCEPTS LEARNING TASKS HOURS REFERENCES

- explain the meaning of maximur
undipped signal

- compare NPN and PNP

transistors

5. AC operation - explain what is meant by:
- feedback
- source resistance
- stabilizing voltage

6. Cascading Stages - explain the following as they
relate to circuits:
- RC coupling
- two stage feedback
- transformer and inductive

coupling
- tuned amplifiers
- circuit loading affecting

gain
- direct coupled amplifiers

7. Temperature
Effects

- explain the following as they
relate to temperature effects:
- changes in beta
- leakage current
- stability factor

8. Frequency
Response

- explain the following terms:
- response of RC coupled

amplifier
- lower cut-off frequency
- upper cut-off frequency
- base spreading resistance
- response of cascading stages

9. Oscillators - explain positive and negative
feedback

NOTES:
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TOPIC 3: TRANSISTORS (continued) VEL22B

CONCEPTS/SUBCONCEPTS LEARNING TASKS HOURS REFERENCES

- describe the types of

oscillators such as:
- Hartely
- Blocking
- Colpitts
- Multivibrators
- Phase shift

10. H Parameters - explain the concept of h

parameters

- explain input impedance of a

network

- discuss voltage gain using h

parameters

- discuss h parameters of

transistors:
- ideal CB
- ideal CE

- discuss conversion of h

parameters

- list practical observations
on the h parameter

NOTES:
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TOPIC 4: OTHER SOLID STATE DEVICES VEL22B

GENERALIZATION: There are many different solid state components being used
in modern electronic circuits.

CONCEPTS/SUBCONCEPTS LEARNING TASKS HOURS REFERENCES

The student will:

1. Silicon
Controlled
Rectifier (SCR)

- draw the schematic symbol for

a SCR

- explain the difference between
NPNP and PNPN devices

- describe how the SCR may be

utilized as a switching device

2. Thermistor - draw the schematic symbol for

a thermistor

- describe how it can be used as

a temperature sensing device

3. Van's tor - draw the schematic symbol for

a van's tor

- explain how it operates as a

voltage sensing device

4. Unijunction
Transistor

- draw the schematic symbol for

a unijunction transistor

- explain how it operates as a:

- switching device
- relaxation oscillator

5. Field Effect
Transistors

- draw the schematic symbol for
a FET

- explain the N-channel J-fet

- discuss the following:
- IG FET (Insulated Gate FET)
- MOS FET (Metal -oxide semi-

conductor FET)
- high or low conductivity
- enhancement
- depletion
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TOPIC 4: OTHER SOLID STATE DEVICES (continued) VEL22B

CONCEPTS/SUBCONCEPTS LEARNING TASKS HOURS REFERENCES

6. FET Basic - explain J-FET operation Eimbinder
Characteristics Jerome,

- explain the parameters and

characteristics of J-FET's
FET Applica-
tion Hand-
book, 2nd ed.

7. FET Applications - explain the voltage relation- Tab Books,
ships for FET's Blue Ridge

Summit, Pa.
- describe the applications 17214

such as:

- DC amplifier Turner
- AC amplifier Rufus P.,

8. Complementary - describe the four complemen-
FET Circuits
Howard Sams,

FETs tary combinations 20585

9. Biasing Fets - discuss the following as they Sessions Ken
relate to biasing FETs: W. & Tuite
- DC considerations Don, New IC
- grounded source amplifier FET Princi-
- source degeneration ples and
- feedback Projects
- transfer curves Tab Books
- bias design #613

10. FET Oscillators - discuss FET oscillator
categories

- explain biasing FET
oscillators

NOTES:
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TOPIC 5: INTEGRATED CIRCUITS VEL22B

GENERALIZATION: Complete circuits containing, resistors, capacitors,
transistors and other components can be placed on semi-
conductor chips to produce sophisticated, highly reliable
devices.

CONCEPTS/SUBCONCEPTS LEARNING TASKS HOURS REFERENCES

The student will: Turner,
ABCs of

1. Classification - explain the following terms as Integrated
they relate to the monolithic Circuits.
chip: Howard W.
- bipolar Sams, publi-
- unipolar cation 20823

- explain the following terms as RCA, Linear
they relate to hybrid chips: Integration
- thick film Circuits,
- thin film RCA Solid

State Div.

,

- explain the following terms as Sommerville
2. Methods of they relate to the manufacture N.J. 08876

Manufacture of IC's:
- diffusion Jung, Walter
- thin film G., Audio
- sputtering IC Op-Amp

3. Advantages and - discuss the advantages and
Applications
Howard W.

Disadvantages disadvantages of IC's such as:
- size

Sams

- power Berlin How-
- reliability are M, The
- voltage Design of
- cost Operational

Amplifier
4. Symbols and - discuss linear IC symbols and Circuits,

Packaging
Methods

terminal layout With Experi-
ments, E & L

- discuss digital symbols and Instruments
layout Inc.

NOTES:
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TOPIC 5: INTEGRATED CIRCUITS (continued) VEL22B

CONCEPTS/SUBCONCEPTS LEARNING TASKS HOURS REFERENCES

5. Operating Mode - explain the operating modes Berlin,
for linear ICs and digital ICs Howard M,

The Design
6. Basic Linear - explain the following in of Active

Amplifier relation to amplifiers: Filters,
Circuits - non-inverting amplifiers

- inverting amplifier
With Experi-
ments, E & L

- dc output offset Instruments
- voltage follower Inc.
- summing amplifier
- difference amplifier
- op-amplifier differentiator Berlin
- op-amplifier integrator Howard M,

The Bugbook,
7. Voltage and - explain what is meant by: Reference

Current Circuits - constant current source Series 4

(optional

)

- current to voltage converter
- voltage to current converter

8. Non-Linear - explain the following:
Signal Process- - comparator
ing Circuits - peak detector

- precision rectifiers
- logarithmic amplifer

9. Generators - explain the following as they
relate to generators:
- sinewaves
- sine/cosine oscillator
- square and triangle

generators
- staircase generator

10. Active Filters - explain the following:
- 2nd order VaVs filter
- multiple feedback bandpass

filter
- state variable filter
- notch filter

NOTES:
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COURSE CONTENT

ELECTRONICS 22C (5 Credits)

INTRODUCTION

This module covers digital logic based on the transistor-to-transistor
logic family of integrated circuits. It is designed to familiarize the
students with basic logic gates and provide an introduction to large scale
integrated circuits used in various related technologies.

OBJECTIVES

Tne objectives of the Electronics 22C module are:

1. To familiarize the student with the digital logic field of
electronics.

2. To give the student the opportunity to learn basic binary concepts
and logic circuits and study some practical subsystems fundamental
to communications, control and computer applications.

LEARNING RESOURCES

*Tokheim, R.L. Digital Electronics , McGraw-Hill Ryerson, 1981

Hall, n.V. and Hall, M.B. Experiments in Microprocessors and Digital
Systems , McGraw-Hill Ryerson, 1981

Larsen, Rony and Rraden, The Bugbook II , E ft L Instruments, Inc.

Derby, Connecticut, 1981

Pasahow, E.J. Microcomputers and Microprocessors for Electronic
Technicians , McGraw-Hill Ryerson, 1981

Ward, R. Boolean Algebra , Howard W. Sams ft Co. Inc, 1981

Mai vino ft Leich, Digital Principles and Applications ,

McGraw-Hill Ryerson, 1981

Refers to prescribed resources.
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CONTENT SUMMARY

1. Numbering Systems
- numbering system conversion
- arithmetic functions

2. Fundamental Digital Concepts and Basic
Electronic Building Blocks
- introduction to AND's OR's and NOT's
- basic logic gates
- logic conventions
- power requirements of TTL and CMOS IC's
- logic families
- radiant emission from semi-conductor PN junctions

3. Boolean Algebra
- Boolean laws and theorems

4. Codes
- numeric codes

5. Electronic Realization of Logic Circuits
- relationship between logic gates
- combination circuits
- practical circuits
- sequential circuits

6. Application of Logic Circuits in Integrated Circuits
- operations using IC's
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TOPIC 1: NUMBERING SYSTEMS VEL22C

GENERALIZATION: Relating the decimal number to a general model provides the
basis for BINARY, OCTAL and HEXADECIMAL numbering systems
which are fundamental to digital logic considerations.

CONCEPTS/SUBCONCEPTS LEARNING TASKS HOURS REFERENCES

The student wil 1

:

1. Numbering - write the general expression Micro-
Systems

:

for any numbering system using processors
- weighting the notation of the decimal and micro-
- base or radix, system and substitute, in the computers
- subscript expression, the correct Ch. 2.

notation constants for the binary,
- conversions octal and hexadecimal systems

for:
- decimal - convert a mixed number in one
- binary system to an equivalent number
- octal in any other numbering system
- hexadecimal

2. The four arith- - solve arithmetic problems
metic functions involving addition, subtrac-
for each of the tion, multiplication and
numbering division in all four numbering
systems listed: systems
- decimal
- binary
- octal
- hexadecimal

NOTES:
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TOPIC FUNDAMENTAL DIGITAL CONCEPTS AND BASIC
ELECTRONIC BUILDING BLOCKS

VEL22C

GENERALIZATION: In digital logic it is necessary to develop a fundamental
understanding of the digital concepts involving the AND,

OR and NOT gates and the exclusive OR, NAND and NOR gates.

CONCEPTS/SUBCONCEPTS LEARNING TASKS HOURS REFERENCES

The student will:

1. Introduction to

AND's, OR's and
NOT's

- discuss digital concepts usinc

Venn Veitch diagrams and
English statements to

represent the idea of AND, OR,

and NOT

Boolean
Algebra
Ch. 2

2. Basic logic
gates including
their symbol

,

function and
truth table

- identify, draw and differen-
tiate the six basic logic
gates:

AND OR NOT
NAND NOR EOR

- explain input logic

- use appropriate integrated
circuits to emperically
develop truth tables for:

AND-7408 OR-7432
NOT-7404 EOR-7486
NAND-7400 NOR-7402

3. Logic
conventions:
- positive and

negative logic

- fan in and far

out character-
istics

- illustrate positive and nega-
tive logic and determine by

experimentation, the fan in
and fan out characteristics
of Transistor-Transistor Logic
(TTL) Integrated Circuits
(IC's)

4. Power require-
ments of TTL anc

CMOS ICs

- measure the amount of current
required for a TTL logic gate
and complementary metal -oxide
semiconductor (CMOS)
Integrated Circuits (ICs)

NOTES:
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TOPIC 2: FUNDAMENTAL DIGITAL CONCEPTS AND BASIC
ELECTRONIC BUILDING BLOCKS (continued)

VEL22C

CONCEPTS/SUBCONCEPTS ' "\RNING TASKS HOURS REFERENCES

5. Logic families: - determine the differences in Experiments
operation, handling require- in Micro-

- resistor- ments and voltage and current processors
transistor requirements of the logic and Digital
logic (RTL) families - RTL, DTL, TTL and Systems

CMOS with a concentration on Ch. 2

- diode- the last two listed
transistor Bugbook II

logic (DTD Unit 6.

- transistor-
transistor
logic (TTL)

- complementary
metal oxi^e
semiconductor
(CMOS)

6. Radiant emission - demonstrate the operation of

from semi- the light emitting diode and
conductor PN the common anode and common
junctions cathode seven segment display

NOTES:
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TOPIC BOOLEAN ALGEBRA VEL22C

GENERALIZATION: Boolean algebra allows for the simplification and .

manipulation of expressions used to define conditions
operations within digital circuitry.

and

CONCEPTS/SUBCONCEPTS LEARNING TASKS HOURS REFERENCES

The student will:

1. Boolean laws - identify and define Boolean Boolean
and theorems: algebra variables, operators, Algebra

identities, expressions, laws Chs 1, 2, 3,
- identity and theorems 4 and 7.

- cumulative
- associative - apply Boolean laws and/or
- idempotent theorems when reducing or
- double rewriting Boolean expressions

negation
- complementary - use the required variables,
- intersection operators, identities, laws,
- union expressions and theorems when
- distributive converting between:

- Boolean equations
- block diagrams
- truth tables

- use the following:
- Venn Veitch diagrams
- Karnaugh maps
- DeMorgan's Theorem

NOTES:
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TOPIC 4: CODES VEL22C

GENERALIZATION: Digital codes are the 'languages' that permit information
to be stored, manipulated and communicated.

CONCEPTS/SUBCONCEPTS LEARNING TASKS HOURS REFERENCES

The student will:

1. Numeric Codes - write a description of the Micro-
unique characteristic of each computers
code: and Micro-
- binary coded decimal processors
- excess three Ch. 2

- two out of five
- grey

- encode and decode English and

alphanumeric data; use alpha-
numeric codes:
- American Standard Code for

Information Interchange
(ASCII)

- EBCDIC
- BAUDOT

NOTES:
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TOPIC 5: ELECTRONIC REALIZATION OF LOGIC CIRCUITS VEL22C

GENERALIZATION: Information may be stored, manipulated and communicated
using electronic circuits.

CONCEPTS/SUBCONCEPTS LEARNING TASKS HOURS REFERENCES

The student will:

1. Relationships - using knowledge of Boolean
between logic algebra and basic gate theory,

gates: design, draw circuit diagrams
and construct, using NAND

- combinational gates only, combinational
circuits circuits for the following:

- AND Gate
- OR gate
- exclusive OR gate
- half adder
- full adder

- practical - through the use of truth
circuits tables, Karnaugh maps and

Boolean algebra, develop the
diagram, build, using NAND
gates only, an electronic
circuit based on an English
statement

- sequential - develop truth tables from
circuits empirical data for:

- RS, Togle, JK flip-flops anc

counters

NOTES:
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TOPIC APPLICATION OF LOGIC CIRCUITS IN

INTEGRATED CIRCUITS

GENERALIZATION: Logic circuits can be represented by specific inf
circuits.

VEL22C

CONCEPTS/SUBCONCEPTS LEARNING TASKS HOURS REFERENCES

The student will:

1. Operations usinc - build circuits to illustrate Experiments
IC's the following families of in Micro-

integrated circuits: processors
- arithmetic units and Digital
- counters Systems
- data distributors
- multiplexors Bugbook II

- flip-flops
- buffers/drivers __

- memories
- shift registers
- tri -state
- timers

NOTES:
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COURSE CONTENT

ELECTRONICS 32A (5 Credits)

INTRODUCTION

The Electronics 32A course is designed to provide an opportunity for

the students to study the theory and practice of radio communication.
Students may elect Electronics 32A following completion of Electronics 22B

or 22C.

OBJECTIVES

The objectives of the Electronics 32A module are:

1. To introduce the student to the theory of radio communication

2. To enable the student to diagnose, measure and service AM-FM
circuits, devices and systems.

LEARNING RESOURCES

*Grob, B. Basic Electronics , 4th Ed. McGraw-Hill Ryerson, 1977

Weick, C. Applied Electronic Circuits , McGraw-Hill Ryerson, 1976

Zbar, P.B. Basic Electronics, 4th Ed. McGraw-Hill Ryerson, 1976

Refers to prescribed resources.
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CONTENT SUMMARY

1. Introduction to Radio Communication
- principles of radio transmission
- principles of radio reception
- safety

2. Power Supply Circuits
- D.C. power requirements B+

3. Audio Amplifier Fundamentals
- power ampl ifiers
- voltage amplifiers

4. Principles of Radio Receivers
- reception of AM signals by T.R.F.
- reception of AM signal by "superheterodyne receivers"

5. Oscillator Principles
- oscillators with tank circuits
- osci llator types
- troubleshoot oscillator circuits

6. F.M. Radio Receivers
- requirements of F.M. receivers
- F.M. and A.M. receiver
- advantages and disadvantages
- stereophonic sound
- troubleshooting techniques

7. Antennas and Transmission Lines
- propagation of radio waves
- types of antennas
- transmission lines

8. Communication Receiver and Transmitter
- communication reciever
- communication transmitter
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TOPIC 1: INTRODUCTION TO RADIO COMMUNICATION VEL32A

GENERALIZATION: Radio communication equipment originally developed for
industrial communication, is now often used for home
entertainment.

CONCEPTS/SUBCONCEPTS LEARNING TASKS HOURS REFERENCES

The student will:

1 . Principles of

radio transmis-
sion

- describe how a radio wave is

transmitted

- explain the simple radio
transmitter

- explain amplitude modulation -

AM

- explain frequency modulation -1

FM

Applied
Electronic
Circuits
by Weick

2. Principles of

radio reception

- operate a radio receiver and

learn the function of:

- R.F. tuning section
- local oscillator
- I.F. section
- detector section
- voltage amplifier
- power amplifier
- power supply
- T.R.F. V.S. superheterodyne

receiver

3. Safety - discuss the safety considera-
tions to be observed when
working with:

- power line voltages
- high voltage DC
- R.F. voltages

NOTES:
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TOPIC POWER SUPPLY CIRCUITS VEL32A

GENERALIZATION: The power supply is an integral component providing the
correct type and amount of power to an operating
transmitter or receiver.

CONCEPTS/SUBCONCEPTS LEARNING TASKS HOURS REFERENCES

The student will:

1. D-C power
requirements B+

- discuss rectification circuits

- discuss ripple filtering
circuits

Applied
Electronic
Circuits,
Weick.

- discuss voltage-doubling and
multiplying circuits

and

- discuss output voltage
regulations

Basic
Electronics,
Zbar.

- discuss Zener diode voltage
regulation

- discuss typical power-supply
troubleshooting methods

NOTES:
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TOPIC 3: AUDIO AMPLIFIER FUNDAMENTALS VEL32A

GENERALIZATION: Small signals rece ved by a radio are converted and

amplified before he\ are heard by the listener.

CONCEPTS/SUBCONCEPTS LEARNING TASKS HOURS REFERENCES

The student will

:

1 . Power amplifiers - describe the operation of: Applied
Electronic

- single-ended power amplifier Circuits,
- classes of amplifiers Weick.
- push-pull amplifiers

and

2. Voltage - discuss the following:
amplifiers Basic

- cascading and interstage Electronics,
coupling circuits 4th Ed.

- frequency response Zbar.
- amplifier distortion
- feedback circuits
- Emitter- follower circuits
- driver stage and phase

invertor circuits
- phase splitter circuits
- analyse and troubleshoot

typical amplifier circuits

NOTES:
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TOPIC 4: PRINCIPLES OF RADIO RECEIVERS VEL32A

GENERALIZATION: The signal transmitted to a receiver is separated,
amplified and converted into sound waves at the speaker.

CONCEPTS/SUBCONCEPTS LEARNING TASKS HOURS REFERENCES

The student will:

1. Reception of AM
signals by

T.R.F.

- describe the function of

receiver antenna

- describe the operation of a

tuned R.F. amplifier circuit

- describe methods of interstage
coupling

2. Reception of AM
signal by

"Superheterodyne
Receivers"

- describe ganged R.F. tuning

- describe detecting circuits

- discuss superheterodyne
principles

- discuss converter stage
circuits

- discuss I.F. amplifier
circuits

- discuss automatic gain control
circuits

- discuss superheterodyne
receiver adjustments and
al i gnment

- discuss bars, treble and
volume control circuits

- describe and use trouble-
shooting techniques in align-
ment of superheterodyne radio
receivers

Applied
Electronic
Circuits,
Weick.

NOTES:
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TOPIC OSCILLATOR PRINCIPLES VEL32A

GENERALIZATION The oscillator is required in a receiver to generate a

signal at radio frequency which is applied to the power
amplifier.

CONCEPTS/SUBCONCEPTS LEARNING TASKS HOURS REFERENCES

The student will:

1. Oscillators with - discuss L.C. oscillator Applied
tank circuits circuits in series and Electronic

parallel Circuits,
Weick

- describe:

and
- Tickler oscillator
- Hartley L.C. oscillator Basic
- Colpitts oscillator Electronics,
- T.P.T.G. oscillator Zbar
- Crystal oscillator
- ultra-high-frequency tank,

circuits
- Tunnel diode oscillator

- discuss how to troubleshoot
oscillator circuits

NOTES:
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TOPIC F.M. RADIO RECEIVERS VEL32A

GENERALIZATION: Frequency modulated radio signals are of high quality when
received and amplified making them ideally suited for

stereo reproduction.

CONCEPTS/SUBCONCEPTS LEARNING TASKS HOURS REFERENCES

The student will:

1. Requirements of - describe how the F.M. receiver Applied
F.M. receivers is different from the A.M. Electronic

receiver Circuits,
Weick

- explain the advantages and

disadvantages of both
receivers

- discuss F.M. detector circuits

- discuss stereophonic sound
reproduction circuits

- discuss F.M. - I.F. alignment
and troubleshooting techniques

NOTES:
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TOPIC 7: ANTENNAS AND TRANSMISSION LINES VEL32A

GENERALIZATION: Radio signals cannot be transmitted or received if the
antenna is not properly matched for efficient energy
transfer.

CONCEPTS/SUBCONCEPTS LEARNING TASKS HOURS REFERENCES

The student will:

1. Propagation of

radio waves

- discuss wavelength and

frequency

- discuss polarization of radio
waves

- discuss ground waves

- discuss sky waves

- discuss solar activity on

radio transmission

- explain skip distance

- explain scatter system of
transmission

2. Types of

antennas

- describe advantages of

resonant and non-resonant
antennas

- explain the construction of:
- Marconi antenna
- Hertz antenna
- Dipole antenna
- inverted L type antenna
- special purpose antennas

3. Transmission
lines

- discuss the importance of

impedance matching

- discuss the function of:
- coaxial cables
- parallel conductor cable

NOTES:
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TOPIC 8: COMMUNICATION RECEIVER AND TRANSMITTER VEL32A

GENERALIZATION: The communication transmitter and receiver are the basic
components for radio communication in business and

entertainment.

CONCEPTS/SUBCONCEPTS LEARNING TASKS HOURS REFERENCES

The student will:

1. Communication - describe:
receivers

- bandspread
- double conversion
- C.W. reception

- explain:

- the B.F.O.
- the S meter

- discuss:

- squelch circuits
- single-sideband reception
- selectivity-sensitivity
- multi-band receivers

- explain crystal controlled
tuning

2. Communication
transmitters

- discuss typical lower power
transmitters and modulation

- discuss the transistorized
C.B. transmitter and single
sideband transmission

NOTES:
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COURSE CONTENT

ELECTRONICS 32B (5 Credits)

INTRODUCTION

Electronics 32B may be elected following 32A.

This module is designed to provide students with a basic course on

television receivers. It will provide students with skills and knowledge of

the television system that may lead to employment, complement other high
school or post high school studies, or satisfy individual avocational
interests. The course will provide students with an opportunity to work
with advanced electronic circuitry, of the type present in virtually all

homes today.

Prior to registering in this module, it is recommended that students
have a good understanding of basic electronic and electrical theory, be

thoroughly familiar with basic electronic and electrical theory, be

thoroughly familiar with basic lab test equipment, and have a good
understanding of radio receiver operations and servicing.

OBJECTIVES

The objectives of the Electronics 32B module are:

1. To provide the student with the opportunity to work with advanced
circuitry and test equipment.

2. To introduce the student to the theory of T.V. receivers.

3. To provide the student with skills in T.V. servicing.

LEARNING RESOURCES

Prentiss, G. Color T.V. Theory and Troubleshooting , Reston Publishers.
1979

Grob, B. Basic Television, McGraw-Hill Ryerson, 1975

Refers to prescribed resources
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CONTENT SUMMARY

1. Introduction to Production of T.V. Pictures

2. Television Picture Tube Accessories

3. Television Power Supply

4. Deflection Oscillators

5. Synchronization Circuits and Automatic Frequency Control

6. Vertical Sweep Section

7. Horizontal Sweep Section

8. Video Detector and Amplifier

9. Picture IF System

10. The RF Tuner

11. T.V. Sound System

12. Color Television

13. Antenna and Transmission Lines
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TOPIC 1: GENERAL INTRODUCTION TO PRODUCTION OF

T.V. PICTURES
VEL32B

GENERALIZATION: Television systems and circuitry used previously for home
entertainment are rapidly performing multitudes of

functions in industry.

CONCEPTS/SUBCONCEPTS LEARNING TASKS HOURS REFERENCES

The student will:

1. The television
picture

- discuss how a picture is

reproduced in T.V. receivers

- describe horizontal and
vertical scanning

- discuss horizontal and
vertical blanking

- discuss horizontal and
vertical sync, pulses

2. Television
receivers

- discuss the function of:
- tuner section
- I.F. section
- video detector
- video amplifier
- audio section
- the C.R.T. and raster

section
- power supply (B+ and H.V.)
- picture tube accessories

3. T.V. cameras - discuss camera tube require-
ments

- discuss the operation of the

basic camera tubes

4. Safety - discuss the safety considera-
tions to be observed when
working with:
- power line voltages
- B+ power supply
- high voltage
- cathode ray tubes
- X-radiation
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TOPIC 2: TELEVISION PICTURE TUBE AND ACCESSORIES VEL32B

GENERALIZATION: The cathode ray tube is the component used for displaying
the program or visual message to the viewer.

CONCEPTS/SUBCONCEPTS LEARNING TASKS HOURS REFERENCES

The student will:

1. Picture tube - discuss the cathode ray tube:

C.R.T.
- construction and function
- function of tube electrodes
- types of phosphorescent

coating
- how to test the tube and

rejuvenate with a C.R.T.
tester

- precautions when handling

2. Picture tube - describe the operation of all

accessories C.R.T. accessories and gain
practical experience to:

- centre the picture on the
C.R.T.

- portion yoke assembly
- adjust focus controls
- disassemble and assemble

all C.R.T. accessories as

required when changing the
picture tube

- make all raster adjustments

3. Color picture - discuss the structure of a

tube color picture tube

- discuss the types of color
picture tube screens

NOTES:
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TOPIC 3: TELEVISION POWER SUPPLY SYSTEMS VEL32B

GENERALIZATION: The television receiver utilizes both low and high voltage
circuitry for power, deflection and detection.

CONCEPTS/SUBCONCEPTS LEARNING TASKS HOURS REFERENCES

The student will:

1. Low voltage
power supplies
(B+)

- describe the operation and
troubleshooting techniques for

the common T.V. power supplies
such as:

- half wave rectifier
- full wave rectifier
- full wave bridge rectifier
- voltage doublers
- voltage tri piers and

quadruplers
- heater circuits
- filter circuits
- voltage regulators

2. High voltage
power supplies
(H.V.)

- discuss various high voltage
circuitry and learn trouble-
shooting methods using the
necessary precautions;
this will include:

- flyback transformer horizon-
tal output transformer (HOT)

- H.V. rectifiers
- dampers
- regulators
- B++ boost voltages

NOTES:
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TOPIC DEFLECTION OSCILLATORS VEL32B

GENERALIZATION: The oscillators must be synchronized with the TV

transmitting station before the image can be represented
on the CRT.

CONCEPTS/SUBCONCEPTS LEARNING TASKS HOURS REFERENCES

1. Deflection
Oscillators

The student will:

- discuss how the various
oscillators operate and the
importance of stable
frequencies and wave shaping

- discuss the common circuitry
used in T.V. such as:

- blocking oscillator
- multi-vibrators
- astable, mono-stable and by

stable oscillators
- wave shaping circuits
- frequency and size control
- synchronizing oscillators

NOTES:
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TOPIC 5: SYNCHRONIZED CIRCUITS AND AUTOMATIC
FREQUENCY CONTROLS

VEL32B

GENERALIZATION: Synchronized circuits in a receiver are controlled by the

transmitters.

CONCEPTS/SUBCONCEPTS LEARNING TASKS HOURS REFERENCES

The student will:

1. Synchronized
separator of

li miter

- discuss common synchronized
circuitry and gain practical
troubleshooting experience in

tracing synchronized voltages
with the oscilloscope

- check synchronized voltages:

- before synchronized limiter
- after synchronized limiter
- at the vertical sweep

oscillator
- at the horizontal sweep

oscillator

2. Horizontal
A.F.C.

- discuss the automatic
frequency control (A.F.C.)
circuitry as applicable in

horizontal sweep circuits and

gain practical experience to:

- analyze problems from
picture symptoms

- troubleshoot A.F.C. circuit

NOTES:
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TOPIC 6: VERTICAL SWEEP SECTION VEL32B

GENERALIZATION The vertical oscillator is synchronized with the transmit-
ting station and drives the power output stage coupled to

the vertical scanning coils in the deflection yoke.

CONCEPTS/SUBCONCEPTS LEARNING TASKS HOURS REFERENCES

The student will:

1. Vertical
oscillator and

amplifier

- discuss how vertical deflec-
tion is obtained and become
familiar with vertical sweep
section circuitry

- explain the operation of:

- multi -vibrator vertical
oscillator combined with
vertical amplifier

- blocking oscillator and
vertical amplifier

- miller feedback integrator
circuit

2. Vertical
troubleshooting

- describe how to troubleshoot
the vertical sweep section
and analyse faults in the
vertical section from such
symptoms as:

- picture rolling
- picture fold-over
- trapezoidal raster
- insufficient raster
- only one horizontal line

across the screen
- poor vertical linearity

NOTES:
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TOPIC 7: HORIZONTAL SWEEP SECTION VEL32B

GENERALIZATION The horizontal sweep circuits must be in synchronization
in order to create the scan pattern (rasher).

CONCEPTS/SUBCONCEPTS LEARNING TASKS HOURS REFERENCES

The student will:

1. Horizontal - discuss typical horizontal
oscillator, sweep circuitry and describe
amplifier and the operation and function of

A.F.C. system such circuits as:

- horizontal hold
- width control
- horizontal linearity
- protective horizontal output

bias
- waveshaping circuits
- H.V. limit control

2. Horizontal sweep - describe how to troubleshoot
circuit trouble- the horizontal sweep section
shooting and recognize faults from T.V.

symptoms such as:

- no rasher
- picture tearing
- decrease in picture width
- vertical white bars
- vertical black bars or

snivets
- reduced width of vertical

foldover
- no H.V.

NOTES:
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TOPIC 8: VIDEO DETECTOR AND AMPLIFIER VEL32B

GENERALIZATION: Detecting, amplifying and regulating the video signal are
important functions in a television receiver.

CONCEPTS/SUBCONCEPTS LEARNING TASKS HOURS REFERENCES

The student will:

1. Video amplifier - discuss the need of additional
amplifier circuitry in the
video stage, such as:

- peaking coils
- large coupling capacitors
- contrast control
- sharpness control
- D.C. restoration

2. Video detector - trace the composite video
signal through the detector
and amplifier to gain
practical experience in signal
tracing and troubleshooting
techniques for:
- detector stage
- video amplifier stage

NOTES:
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TOPIC 9: PICTURE I.F. SYSTEM VEL32B

GENERALIZATION: The television receiver uses several I.F. stages to amplify
the R.F. carrier signal waveform.

CONCEPTS/SUBCONCEPTS LEARNING TASKS HOURS REFERENCES

The student will:

1. Picture I.F. - discuss the following:
Amplifier

- function of picture I.F.
- single tuned amplifiers
- double tuned amplifiers
- neutralization of transistor

I.F. amplifiers
- I .F. response curve
- I.F. wave traps and

interfering frequencies
- picture I.F. alignment
- troubles in I.F. amplifiers

2. I.F. trouble- - trace the signal through all

shooting the I.F. stages

- analyze faults in the I.F.
section from picture symptoms

NOTES:
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TOPIC 10: THE R.F. TUNERS VEL32B

GENERALIZATION The R.F. tuning section of a TV receiver selects the
picture and sound signals of the desired station and

converts them to intermediate carrier signal frequencies.

CONCEPTS/SUBCONCEPTS LEARNING TASKS HOURS REFERENCES

The student will :

1. R.F. Tuner - describe:

- typical tuner operations
- typical R.F. amplifiers
- mixer and local oscillator

operation
- automatic fine tuning

(A.F.T.)
- V.H.F. and U.H.F. tuners
- varactor for electronic

tuning

2. R.F. trouble-
shooting

- describe typical problems in

tuners and gain practical
experience in:

- troubleshooting typical
tuner faults

- cleaning tuner contacts
- R.F. alignment

NOTES:
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TOPIC 11: T.V. SOUND SYSTEM VEL32B

GENERALIZATION: The TV sound signal is FM modulated so it resembles the
sound section of a typical FM radio receiver.

CONCEPTS/SUBCONCEPTS LEARNING TASKS HOURS REFERENCES

The student will:

1 . The F.M. Signal - describe how F.M. operates

- list the advantages of F.M.

- discuss receiver requirements
for F.M. sound signals

2. Sound I.F. - demonstrate how to align the
sound I.F.

- describe the operation of

sound I.F.

3. Detection of

F.M. signal

- discuss the various circuitry
in the detecting section such

as:

- li miter
- ratio detector
- descriminator
- quadrature-grid F.M.

detector

4. Audio Amplifier - discuss typical audio circuits

- demonstrate how to trouble-
shoot the audio section

NOTES:
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TOPIC 12: COLOR TELEVISION VEL32B

GENERALIZATION: Color television is a very popular home entertainment
system.

CONCEPTS/SUBCONCEPTS LEARNING TASKS HOURS REFERENCES

The student will:

1. How color T.V.
is possible

- explain color mixture

- discuss red, blue, and green
video signals

- discuss:

- encoding at the transmitter
- decoding at the receiver
- Y signal for luminance
- color subcarrier
- color T.V. receiver

accessories and circuitry

2. Adjustment for
color picture
tubes

- discuss and practise:

- color convergence procedure
- color purity adjustments
- overall setup adjustments

NOTES:
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TOPIC 13: ANTENNA AND TRANSMISSION LINES VEL32B

GENERALIZATION: Transmitted electromagnetic waves in space are intercepted
by the TV receiver antenna, providing an electrical signal

current at the receiver input.

CONCEPTS/SUBCONCEPTS LEARNING TASKS HOURS REFERENCES

The student will:

1. T.V. antennas - discuss the importance of

and transmission antenna for good pictures and

1 i nes describe such features as:

- impedance matching
- broad band dipoles
- multi band antennas
- transmission lines
- antenna installation
- trouble in antenna system
- resonant length of an

antenna
- T.V. cable

NOTES:
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COURSE CONTENT

ELECTRONICS 32C (5, 10 Credits)

INTRODUCTION

This module covers digital computers. It is designed to familiarize
the student with the operation of the computer from both digital logic and
programming viewpoints.

OBJECTIVE

The objectives of the Electronics 32C module are:

1. To provide the student with a technical knowledge of the computer
so that he/she can understand its operation.

2. To provide the student with the opportunity to improve programming
skills.

LEARNING RESOURCES

Pasahow, E. Microprocessors and Microcomputers for Electronics
Technicians McGraw-Hill Ryerson, 1981

Hall, D.V. Experiments in Microprocessors and Digital Systems
McGraw-Hill Ryerson, 1981

Rony, Larson & Titus The 8080A Bugbook - Microcomputer Interfacing and

Programming Howard W. Sams & Co. Inc. Indianopol is , 1981

Boyet and Katz MA-2 - Microcomputer Applications, Experiments with an

8080/8085 Microprocessor Vol. 1 & 2, E & L Instruments Inc. Derby,
California, 1981

Pasahow, E. Microprocessors and Microcomputers , McGraw-Hill Ryerson,
1981

Pasahow, E. Microcomputer Interfacing McGraw-Hill Ryerson, 1981

Bishop, Ron, Basic Microprocessors and the 6800 Mayden Publishing.

Stangaard, A.C. Jr., How to Program and Interface the 6800
H.W. Sams & Co. Inc.

Refers to prescribed resources.
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CONTENT SUMMARY

1. Basic Microcomputer Terminology
- introduction to computer terms
- digital and analog computers
- microprocessor and microcomputer

2. Microprocessor Architecture
- the unique features of a microprocessor

3. Microcomputer Instruction Codes
- definition of instructions
- classification of instructions
- differentiation between types of instructions
- explanation of byte
- condition flags
- registers within the MPU

4. Machine Language Programming
- program writing
- arithmetic and logic operations
- the rotate accumulator
- devising operations

5. Advanced Programming and Interfacing (optional)
- programs and peripherals
- analog to digital conversions
- digital to analog conversions
- priority vector interrupts
- polling
- UART
- interfacing
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TOPIC 1: BASIC MICROCOMPUTER TERMINOLOGY VEL32C

GENERALIZATION: Computers are still so new in our society, that basic
computer terminology is not yet in our everyday vocabulary,
Students must be introduced to some elementary computer
terms.

CONCEPTS/SUBCONCEPTS LEARNING TASKS HOURS REFERENCES

The student will:

1. Introduction to - discuss the following:
computer terms

- digital and analog computers The 8080a
- byte Bugbook
- word size Ch. 1

- relationship between:
- calculators
- microcomputers
- minicomputers, and
- mainframe computers

- relationship between:

- microprocessor, and
- microcomputer

- relationship between:
- machine language
- assembler language
- high level language

interpretive and compiler
- read/write
- read only memory
- read/write memory
- volatile/non-volatile
- static and dynamic memory
- hardware/software

NOTES:
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TOPIC 2: MICROPROCESSOR ARCHITECTURE VEL32C

GENERALIZATION; An understanding of the architecture of the MPU provides
the basis for the study of the entire computer.

CONCEPTS/SUBCONCEPTS LEARNING TASKS HOURS REFERENCES

The student will :

1. Microprocessor - discuss the unique features
Architecture and specific contribution of

the following:

- accumulator Experiments
- arithmetic logic unit in Micro-
- instruction register processors
- data bus and Digital
- address bus Systems.
- general purpose registers
- stack pointer register
- program counter register
- flag register
- timing signals
- control signals
- clock phases
- interrupts
- status codes
- halt state
- reset signal
- memory addressing
- input/output

NOTES
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TOPIC 3: MICROCOMPUTER INSTRUCTION CODES VEL32C

GENERALIZATION: The language understood by the microprocessor 1s written
in code form.

CONCEPTS/SUBCONCEPTS LEARNING TASKS HOURS REFERENCES

The student will:

- define:
- machine language
- instruction
- operation
- mnemonic code
- program
- bit
- byte
- address
- high address byte
- low address byte

- classify instructions as:
- data transfer
- arithmetic
- logical
- branch
- machine control

- differentiate between:
- immediate
- branch and conditional

branch instructions

- explain the difference
between:
- one byte
- two byte and
- three byte instructions

- list condition flags

- list the different registers
within the Micro Processing
Unit (MPU) and explain the
principle use for each
register

8080A
Bugbook

NOTES
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TOPIC 4: MACHINE LANGUAGE PROGRAMMING VEL32C

GENERALIZATION: To use the microcomputer to manipulate data and control

equipment external to the computer the instructions must
be programmed in machine language.

CONCEPTS/SUBCONCEPTS LEARNING TASKS HOURS REFERENCES

The student will :

1. Machine language
code or

assembler and
required
circuitry

- write programs in machine
language code or assembler,
and build the extra circuitry
where necessary, to

illustrate:

- the arithmetic and logic
operations necessary to

carry out addition and

subtraction

- the rotate accumulator
instructions for multiplica-
tion and division

- devise:

- select pulses
- timing loops
- status information
- subroutines
- interrupts
- flags and stack operations
- input/output operations

8080A
Bugbook

NOTES:
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TOPIC 5: ADVANCED PROGRAMMING AND INTERFACING (OPTIONAL) VEL32C

GENERALIZATION: Microcomputers may be programmed to do, complicated
operations quickly and accurately and be interfaced with
external equipment.

CONCEPTS/SUBCONCEPTS LEARNING TASKS HOURS REFERENCES

The student will :

1. Programs and - write programs and build the Micro-
Peripherals necessary circuitry in order computer

to interface the computer to Applications
external equipment; & Experi-

ments with

the following are suggested 8080/8085
types of exercises: Micro-

processor-
- analog to digital Micro-

conversions controller.
Vol. 1 & 2.

- digital to analog
conversions

- priority vector interrupts

- polling

- Universal Asychronous
Receiver Transmitter
peripherals (UART)

- interface:
- cassette
- teletypewriter
- printer
- keyboard

- use KEX Bootstrap modification

NOTES:
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NOTES REGARDING EQUIPMENT

There are several computer systems available that can be used to teach
the content of the Electronics 32C module. The teacher should ensure, when
selecting equipment, that text material and software is available and
compatible. The following systems are examples only:

MMDI E & L Instruments.

AIMS 6502.

Motorola Evaluation Kit Systems,
6802 or 6809.

APPLE II Plus.

COMMODORE PET 8032.

TRS 80, Radio Shack.

TEXAS INSTRUMENTS MICROCOMPUTER.

Has excellent software.

Software good.

Excellent software and
manuals.
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